INVITATION

Dear Sir/Madam,

It is our great pleasure to invite you to participate at the 3rd International IAA/IGMASS/CFF/GLOCECOHADIM Symposium on Small and Medium Sized Enterprises, Social Economy and Handicrafts, Space Economy, Climate Change, Vulnerability, ICT and Entrepreneurship; An integrated Solution for Sustainable Development in ACP Countries, that holds on the 25-26 November, 2016 at Belo, Bamenda, Cameroon.

The symposium brings together members of government, managers, directors, private sector, civil society, NGOs, diplomats, business community, stakeholders, experts, industry, manufacturers, professionals, Academicians, economists, researchers, agronomists, engineers, scientists, mayors, corporate bodies, cooperatives societies, farmers, telecommunication experts, SMEs, international organisations and entrepreneurs to share their experiences.

It aims to make a contribution to the development of Enterprises, Entrepreneurship and SMEs in ACP countries. It will create an opportunity for an enterprising level in rural development, industry, social economy, handicrafts and business, and capacity reinforcement targeting a wide range of environmental, economics and numerous issues for the growth of SMEs, ICT, and Entrepreneurship, mining, agriculture, engineering, agribusiness, structure maintenance and industry through the one – on - one Sessions. The diversity of topics and wide geography of participants confirm the importance of this symposium as a leading event in the business industry.

It is a platform to look into tomorrow’s challenges, opportunities and new technologies to fit the re-emergence of ACP Countries. The exhibitors and companies will introduce the newest products and equipment in the market, and those that are used for ICT and entrepreneurial development to stimulate SMEs. Among the forthcoming key goals will be the development of partnerships in an industrial complex modernization atmosphere to stimulate a vibrant global economy.

We also invite you to participate in the side events co-organized by companies, institutions and agencies for exhibitions, including field tours. Please, we are planning to continue panel and round table discussions on integration and innovations in ICT, education, entrepreneurship and business partnership at the end of the symposium.

You are welcome to Belo, Bamenda and we are wishing you a resourceful and an exciting symposium.

Sincerely yours,

Academician Tomukum Chia
Chair,
International Organizing Committee,
Regional Secretary, International Academy of Astronautics,
P.O.Box 110, Belo, Boyo Division, North WEST Region,
Republic of Cameroon. Tel; +237683162205  Email: cff.symposium2016@gmail.com, ngam.foundation@gmail.com, glocecohadim@yahoo.com, info@rudec.org